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Previously, I’ve posted reviews of the Kradellock security device for securing the zūmo series GPS in its cradle 
and the Kapplock security device for securing the Ram extension arm.  This is a review of two additional security 
device kits made by Robert Becker Design (RBD) for securing Harley-Davidson hard saddlebags, one of which 
utilizes the Kapplock device. 
 

First, let’s talk about saddlebag security.  Search ‘saddlebag theft’ on the internet and you’ll see many 

posts lamenting the loss of bags to thieves.  The LA County Sheriff’s Department even issued a warning a while 
back about saddlebag theft (included as the last page of this review).   
 
Two interesting comments included in the warning. 
 

The first, which falls under the “No, Kidding!” category: 
- “Detectives believe the suspects have familiarity with the mounting of the saddlebags due to the short 

time frame the motorcycles are left unattended in the parking lots.” 
 

The stock quick release mounting hardware, unfortunately, also makes for a quick steal.  Literally less than a 
minute with a screwdriver to pry the retaining ‘wire forms’ from the outside of the bag and they are gone with 
both bags – even if locked.  Equally as quick to pry open the locked saddlebag top (pre-’14).  If they have already 
made off with the bags, they have all the time they need to get the bags open without damaging them. 
 

Face it, the theft is not so much about the contents of the bags; but, about the bags themselves.  To replace a 
single bag can be from $800 to $1,400 (depending on paint scheme or if CVO) and take 6-12 weeks to get.  But, 
to be fair, the contents can be costly to replace as well.  Chaps, leather coat, heated gloves in my right bag would 
be $800+; rainsuit, gaiters, tools, bike cover in my left bag would be $500+.  So both bags and contents, could 
be looking at $3,000 or more (a lot more if you carry any electronics in those bags) – and don’t forget the wait.  
And, what if like many, you carry your registration and insurance card in a saddlebag, then your identity is at risk. 
 

The second comment: 
- “Substitute standard mounting hardware for accessories with security bolts or less common mounting 

systems.” 
 

The aftermarket has answered with several flavors of security screws – adding devices to the outside of the bags 
to reinforce the latching point, fastened in place with easy to access security screws.  Or, replacing the stock 
quick release studs inside the bags with the security screws and replacing the stock ‘wire form’ with clip nuts. 
 

The problem with the security screws is that the bit can be purchased anywhere – including from the vendor 
selling the security device.  Remember the first LA County comment – the thieves will surely also have a 
familiarity with the security bits, only adding a few additional seconds to their timeline. 
 

Time is not a thief’s friend.  They want to spend as little time as possible near your bike and bags when trying to 
steal them.  The best way to secure your bags is with devices that will puzzle the thief (at the very least) and 
truly have the highest probability to prevent the opening and/or removal of the bags.  Of course, there are some 
thieves who simply won’t take ‘no’ for an answer; but, most will move on to another (easier) target, rather than 
spend the time with a more secure system; or risk damaging the bags, rendering them useless to them. 
 

The adage ‘you get what you pay for’ comes into play here.  The clip nuts and security screws can be had for 
$30 +/-.  Then the thief buys the $5 security bit and effectively defeats it.   
 
If the top of the bag can be pried opened, the clip nut will only delay the thief - while they use their security bit to 
unscrew the security screws.  Of course, it’ll be even faster if just the stock quick release studs are in use. 
 

Now, let’s have a look at devices that squarely fall into the ‘less common mounting system’ category; that truly 
protect the saddlebags - short of sitting there with a shotgun. 
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The Bagglock security kits from RBD addresses the shortcomings of the lesser security devices. 
 

These new security kits are the: 
- Bagglock OS (securing, from the OutSide, the saddlebag lid from being pried open) (1993 – 2013) 
- Bagglock IS (securing, from the InSide, the saddlebag itself from being removed from the bike) (1993 – present)  
- Bagglock CS (Complete Set) (1993 - 2013) – both of the above kits 
 

The Bagglock OS secures the outside latching mechanism of the saddlebag top of ’93-’13 models (’14-‘16 

changed the latching to be inside the bags).  When installed, the Bagglock OS prevents 
prying of the tang (attached to the back of the bag) that the latch (attached to the top of 
the bag) grasps on to.  Accomplished two ways – physically braces the tang from the 
back and fills the top & bottom spaces of the latching mechanism, preventing a prying 
device from having room to work.  The kit comes as pictured to the left – two, 2-piece 
locking blocks; 4 security screws (2 are inserted in the block that is assembled), 4 hole 
plugs and a security bit. 
 
Already hear some saying “wait, wait - thought security screws and bits were easy to 
defeat?”  The difference here is access to the screws is from the bottom of the bag – 
nearly impossible to get to with the bags on the bike.  In addition, the screws are 

recessed in the lower portion of the Block AND the Hole Plugs, when inserted below the surface, require drilling 
out.  Like to see someone try that while your bike is parked in public. 
 

The halves of the locking Block clamp onto the tang bracket.  Top is 
designed to fold over the top of the tang bracket, nestled between the 
two rivets.  The bottom wraps around the back of the bracket, bracing 
the tang by pressing against the backside, which also protects the 
bottom latching piece.  When the top is latched in place, there is no 
room to get anything down/up inside the bracket to pry with. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Installation takes all of about 10 minutes.  It is recommended to take the bags off the bike and bring them in to a 
protected work surface.  The hole plugs require the use of a flat punch, or similar device, to be able to recess 
them below the surface; which is a key component to making the device the most effective.  These devices stay 
on the bag and do not interfere with normal opening and closing of the bag. 
 

The Bagglock IS replaces one stock quick release stud inside each bag with a specially 

designed stud that uses a barrel keyed Kapplock to secure (same device as used to secure 
Ram extension arms).  The stud is designed to be removed by hand, using the Kapplock 
device.  The kits comes ready for an easy install with the components pictured to the right 
(missing from the picture are two additional keys – so you’ll have plenty of spares.) 
 
The kit consists of (from the top of the picture): 

- The captured pin block (2) (Not included or required for 2014-2016) 
- The specially machined quick release stud (2) 
- The Kapplock security round, with integrated barrel key lock (2) 
- Barrel key (4) (can be matched to your Kradellock and/or extension arm Kapplock) 
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The Pin Block replaces the spring clip & wire form on the front saddlebag mounting bracket of the ’93 – ’13 bikes. 
The pin inside the Pin Block replaces the Wire Form as what the Quick 
Release Stud grabs when mounting the bags (using a drawing of the 
spring clip/wire form because it’s easier to see).  Below are diagrams, 
from the service manuals, showing the different mounting points for the 
Pin Block?  The design of the mounting point for the spring clip/wire 
form changed in 2009 and again in 2014. 

 

         2014 – 2016                       2009 – 2013              1993 - 2008 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 – Front Saddlebag Mounting Bracket     2 – Rear Saddlebag Mounting Bracket 
 

For ’14-’16:  The Pin Block is not supplied.  The new design of the mounting brackets shields the wire form, 
making it safe from being pried off when the stock stud is in place.   
 

For ’93-’13:  The Pin Block is placed behind the face of the Front Bracket with the hole in the Pin Block lined up 
behind the hole in the Front Bracket.  The bags will obviously need to be removed for this procedure.  It is 
possible that the side plate of the bike may need to be removed to allow room to slip the Pin Block in place.  Test 
this prior to removing the red liner on the adhesive.  The wire seen in the hole of the Pin Block serves the same 
purpose as the stock Wire Form, i.e. the wire the Quick Release Stud grabs to secure the bags. 
 

Pry the Spring Plate and Wire Form from the Front Bracket and remove.  Clean the inside surface of the Front 
Bracket with alcohol to remove any grime that may interfere with proper adhesion.  Remove the red liner on the 
adhesive – (be very careful, the tape manufacturer likens the adhesion of the tape to a weld – see caution below).  
Line up the hole in the bracket with the hole in the Pin Block and push in place. 
 

            2009 – 2013           1993 - 2008 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Adhesive caution:  Accidentally touched the adhesive to the lip of the bracket while lining up the holes; even 
though it was only barely a touch on a tiny edge of metal, took some tugging to release it.  Quite sure when firmly 
in place, it will be nearly impossible to remove.  Once completely installed, the Quick Release Stud will grab the 
pin and pull the Pin Block toward its mating surface, effectively acting like a clamp while the adhesive fully sets). 

1 

1 

1 

2 
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Replace any side plate that had to be removed.  Place the bag on the support.  For ’14-’16, you can replace 
either the front or rear stock quick release stud with the replacement Quick Release Stud included in the kit; 
secure the bag with one stock stud while becoming familiar with the install of the Stud replacement.  For ’93-’13, 
use the stock rear stud to mount the bag while becoming familiar with the install of the front Stud replacement. 
 

The locks are a barrel key design fastened into the Kapplock structure.  
The locks have over 100 key codes.  The center of the barrel lock is the 
locking pin that extends into the center of the Kapplock (as seen at right).   
 
This serves two purposes in this application. The specially designed Quick 
Release Stud has a recess machined into the head.  When the Kapplock 
is off the stud and locked, the locking pin extends into the center.  The 

Kapplock is then used to make the 1/4 turn needed to install or remove the Quick Release 
Stud by having the locking pin, in the center of the Kapplock, engage the recess in the Quick Release Stud while 
being turned.   
 
Also note, the Quick Release Stud has a shoulder under the head.  The space between the head and shoulder 
is where the locking pin goes when the Kapplock is installed and locked.  In addition, there is an o-ring to seal 
the Kapplock, and prevent rattling, when installed on the Quick Release Stud. 
 

Head Recess 
 

Shoulder Space 
 

O-Ring 
 
 
 
 

 
At left is a view of the Kapplocks and Quick Release Studs from the back 
side.   
 
On the left, the Quick Release Stud is in only as far as the locking pin – the 
way it would be for turning the Quick Release Stud to install/remove it 
(notice the depressed pin in the center of the lock). 
 
On the right, the Quick Release Stud is all the way inserted as it would be 
when installed and locking the bag to the bike (notice the center pin is not 
depressed – indicating this is not actually locked). 
 

 
 
 
At right is the Kapplock in place on the Quick Release Stud and locked.  
When locked in place, the Kapplock simply spins, with its locking pin in 
the shoulder space.  Nearly impossible to pry off or cut off. 
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I believe the Bagglock system to be a good investment in securing your hard saddlebags and their contents.  For 
about the cost of (or maybe even less than) a quality rainsuit; the saddlebags and the contents are secured from 
all but the most determined thief.  Most thieves look for an easy ‘mark.  Presenting them with the type of security 
devices that take a lot of time to defeat (if they even can defeat them) will send them on their way to the next 
bike.   
 
The Bagglocks beat the alternative.  Well engineered, quality products.  It is a device I recommend without 
reservation.  If you decide to purchase, I’d appreciate it if you’d tell Bob “bogie sent me”. 
 
Please check the website www.kradellock.com for pricing.  More than the security screws, yes – but, worth it for 
peace of mind and, most likely, less than your insurance deductible.  (Pricing is not quoted here because a prior 
review was criticized as being an advertisement, rather than a pure review, and removed from one site). 
 
I want to relate a couple of stories here because I have heard the comments about “a device for an unknown 
need” on a couple of previous reviews.   
 
What gave birth to the RBD devices (all of them) was Bob falling victim – so it’s not unknown to him.  
 
Have a friend who thought the Kradellock was not needed.  “Easy enough to take the zūmo out of the cradle”.  
Until he pulled into a hotel one night in the pouring rain, ran into the lobby to drop his bag.  By the time he ran 
back out his zūmo was gone, just that quick – he said less than 30 seconds.  It’s not unknown to him.  He paid 
3 times the cost of the Kradellock to replace his zūmo with a used unit.  He’s got a Kradellock now. 
 
Shortly after receiving the “unknown need’ comment after posting a review about a device that makes the jiffy 
stand deploy completely and securely every time; I’m sitting at my local dealer – guy pulls in with a new Street 
Glide.  Saw him put the stand down and it appeared to stay in place; but, turns out, wasn’t fully extended.  He 
got off the bike, stand folded up and over the bike went.  It’s not unknown to him.  The damage to the faring and 
bags was well over 20 times the cost of the reviewed kickstand upgrade. 
 
Bag theft is a real issue – read the posts, read the police warning – now it’s not unknown to you. 
 
IMHO –  the ’14-’16 re-design of the saddlebags and mounting brackets (moving the latching mechanism inside 
the bags; and shielding the wire form) were also at least partly in response to the theft issue.  Apparently, not 
unknown to them, either. 
 
Each individual needs to determine their own vulnerability and determine what level of protection, if any, they 
would feel comfortable with.  Kinda like deciding what amount to have as your insurance deductibles.  One size 
doesn’t fit all. 
 
As always – hope you find this helpful.  If you have any questions, please contact me. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
bogie
  

http://www.kradellock.com/
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